We are most likely to:

- Niki - be a parent's nightmare
- Cat - be an artist
- Jacqueline - be found naked in a ditch
- Ramona - be an opera singer
- Tatti - punch out the waitress at Nicky's
- Caroline - join a nudist colony
- Mindy - be Rapunzel
- Grace - be a Chinese teacher
- Melissa - die laughing
- Myra - be a ballet dancer
- Lauren - run around the world in 80 days
- Julieane - be the next fraud
- Cindy - move to a foreign country

Front Row: Wayne Hahn, Stephen Zuber;
"WE Fine!"


"We All Live In A Yellow Submarine"

Front Row: Sara Boggs, Aisha Jayakrishnan, Jennifer Rowland - R.A., Tokeha Collins
Middle Row: Yvette McGhee, Palak Turakhia, Kimberly Maywald, Nicole Collura, Elizabeth Hoffman, Lynn Hartley
Back Row: Dana Yohe, Meghan Peters, Malia Fincher

"Flying Squirrels Rip My Donuts"

Front Row: Timothy Rosas - R.A., Steven Wright, Noah Hornick, Lex Hubbard, Chris Martin, Jeff Reilly, Shan Sinha; Horizontal: Darin Conrad, Davin Dugas
Back Row: Brandon Mills, Amit Jhunjhunwala, Ryan Goudelocke, Fernando Acosta, Kyle Meyer, Michael Juarez

[Map and drawings with signatures]
"PO'OKELA (Number One)"

NORTHWESTERN
STATE UNIVERSITY

Front Row: Laura Lurati, Alison Rogers
Back Row: Sayli Wadgaonkar, Laura Porter, Blair Behannon, Jana Smith, Mary Ann
Willett, Elizabeth Flammang, Tatianna Saavedra, Misty Wright, Casey Hobbs, Stacey
Billingsley - R.A., Sarah Caldwell

The Chipper Cheerleaders

Front Row: Nora Simpson, Vanessa Vallejo, Andrea Dallas, Sarah Howard, Niki Judd
Back Row: Kendi Hensel, Tia Spears, Stacey Jackson, Erin Brown, Lisa Cardenas, Pooja
Dhume, Amanda Geldis - R.A.

Our cheer for going to breakfast:
We don't want to keep you long
We're just there to sing our song
You can tell other groups
Amanda's group is the one that smiles

Vanessa Vallejo-
Sarah Howard-

Eric Brown-
Andrew Dallas-

1,2; 1,2; 1,2; 1,2; 1,2; (thanks to all the cheerleaders)
3,4 3,4 3,4 3,4 3,4 3,4
"Kamikaze"

Front Row: Bijal Patel, Molly Mcmahone, Christine Gau, Ashley Reed, Priya Dedhia, Jamie McDaniel, Laurie Green, Angela Beard
Second Row: Rachel Kuzio, Kristin Rose - R.A., Hannah Hofheinz, Sarah Lewis, Karen Jones

The Playboys

Front Row: Matthew Demarest, John Stewart, Jonathan Highsmith, Jeffrey Allen, Hui-Kee Wong, Scotty Williams, Joel Miller
Back Row: Kelvin Pierre - R.A., Mehul Asher, Roderick Kessler, Jeremy Ouchley, Daniel Bougere, Duffy Voigt, Chris Cummins, Campbell Palfrey

The Playboys

[Signature page with various autographs]
Bunch of Crazy Screamin' Maniacs!

Not in Order: Kavish Shah, Jonathon Arnold, Maurice James, Steven Reynolds, Graham Balcer, Shawn Bagd, Eric Ashton, Andrew Koehl, Josh Noble, Darrell Tan, Armando Zavala, Keith Wannomai, Brian Langley, Sean Busby, Daniel Duplechien - R.A.

Wahine Koa (Strong Women)

The Grouches

Front Row: Blayne Harris, Marc LeBlanc, Trey Backes, Tajas Parikh, Ameesh Suther, Rashad Ullah, Back Row: Oscar George, R.A., Jamye LeBlanc, Michael Norton, Jacob Hochstetter, Eddie Afandilian, John Klamack, Cliff Barbier

The Fly Girls

Front Row: Jenny Seiler, Kate Bolton, Sara Ryan, Lexin Fontenot, Elizabeth Gordon
Back Row: Lindsay Walberg, Diana Ray, Jessica Koederitz, Tressie Condé, Nidhi Mohnot, Rachael Graeff, Jennifer Park, Susan Gregory, R.A.

Behind the Camera: Morgan Miller-T.A.

Net Picture, But Much Loved. Shreya Patel

John Klamack
Oscar LeBlanc
Trey Backes

Oscar George
Cliff Barbier

Alex Tsai
Mr Rogers Wannabes


Bob's Angels

Front Row: Shivangee Dalal, Sharon LaBorde; Second Row: Erin Christopher, Marisa Toups, Stephanie Albro, Shelley Guidry, April Vakariotes; Top Row: Pascale Belizaire, Kate Waters, Joanne Wei
The Shower Fresh Girls

Kneeling: Sheetal Race, Connie Choi, Elissa Port, Jennifer Wise, Lindsay Miller
Standing: Brandy Sonoda, Elizabeth Vines, Caroline Wiggins, Hillary Gordon, Jessica Sherman, Sarah Williams, Ingrid Terry

"Take a Bite Out of LIFE!"

Front Row: Rebecca Weisgerber, Ann Gray-R.A., Sadie, Anna Johnson,
Ann-Marie Cain; Back Row: Elaina Rodriguez, Kenton Clark, Isolde Fionna Mary Cecilia Krummich, Marin Dawson, Andrea Battaglia, Katy Davoy, Cindy Norris, Rose Sly, Jennifer Vance
The Barney Fan Club

Front Row: Luke Chuang, John Anderson, Tarun Chhabra, Jack Rubin, Matt Dean
Back Row: Patrick Goodwill, Andrew Benko, Terrence Kolokzik, David Volk, Scot Strube, Ben Butler, Matthew Mitchell, Andy Yingst, Desmond Jui
Top: Paul Robichaux

The Nocturnal Idiots

Cell Block D

Front Row: Josh Pocewicz, Michael Mayo, Matt Ashman, Jeffrey Pockler, Jay Ponville
Second Row: Ryan Cantor, Robert Reagan, Trevor Arnold, Vikas Gupta, John Chuang
Third Row: Nathaniel Sigleton, Paul Edmondsen, Ahmed Subhani, Norman Chen,
Jake Devine, Garrick Rose - R.A., Robert Tsai - T.A.; Not Pictured: Josh Rowland

The RA Killers

In Park: J.P. Tongsen, Jonathan Allhans, Jeff Rivet, Alex Brown, David Sigur, Wilhelm
Richter, Wes Feller, Daniel Waterman, Mark Salvaggio, John Roberdeau,
Mike Pruett, Billy Miller, John Little, Ali Nazemal;ke.


The RA group in 20 years...;

Alex - still stalling MUTANTS.
J.P. - Adron Adron Nighttime entertainment manager.
Ali - Brain surgeon/point guard for the Chicago Bulls.
Jonathan - Goalie for the 2014 USA soccer Olympic team.
John R. - Exotic dancer.
Billy (Nightshade) - immortal geologist.
Mark - Organized Crime Godfather.
Daniel - Raise chickens/Evolve into a large potato.
David - Vaglante stamping out squatters.
Mike (Flex) - Still krazy after all these years.

John L. (Lhon) - Having my "precious" artificial intelligence program back into the

Jeff - Major league baseball player for Cubs/Sp's partner.

Kee - Publishing in backup roles with Lhon and Flex.

Wilhelm - Engineer/kept all "Bugsy" Kihelman.

Rich - SP's Employee.
Hatmaster $ & the Style Monkeys

In the Driver's Seat: Scott Mills - R.A.; Around the Miata: David Willerton, Brian "Garth" Williams, Rich Evans, Peter Aiello, Rejeev Patel, Stephen Henry, Brian "Deal" Hill, Ben Gaudé, Anish Sheh, Brad Demarest, John Ellington, Neal Bakare's Hair, Andrew Gooch

The Fremen Who Say "Neep"

Sam McClure, John Morehead - R.A., Sam Brandao, Chris Trapani, James Gambrell, Stephen Figueroa, Adam Keith, Ben Gulick, Graham Abell, Bryan Gryka, Doug Hileman, Sam Thompson, Nathan Pong, Carlos Castrillo, Jason Lott, David Serma, Mark Shaw, Edwin Grundy

[Handwritten signatures on the right page]
Most Likely To Do WHAT?

Most likely to have a harem: Ben Gaudé
Most likely to win a gold medal on the U.S. Olympic Volleyball Team: Laura Luriti
Most likely, after starring in a Pepsi commercial and giving Shaq the bottle, to cause Shaq much anguish by being named the MVP for the Orlando Magic: Jonathon Arnold
Most likely to never run out of jokes no matter who is listening: The "WE Fail!" group
Favorite place to spend fifty cents: Turpin Stadium
Most elaborate night time ritual: Nora Simpson
Most likely to hide in closet and use pillows to make Maryalyce believe she is in bed: Ginger Phillips
Most likely to kidnap Socks the Clinton’s cat and hold it hostage until Clinton resigns from office: April Vatarietis
Most likely to whisper the news of a bomb threat: Ingrid Terry
Most likely to replace Sharon Stone: Jennifer Wise
Most likely to put on a grass skirt and dance at the LU’AU: Jonathan Newman
Most likely to dismember himself using a doorframe: Andrew Pylant
Most likely to become politicians and break the records for the most unkept promises: Roderick Kessler and Jeremy Ouchley
Most likely to become a roadie for the Dead Milkmen: Terence Kolodzik
Most likely to suffocate under a bag of mail: Kate Bolton
Most likely to arrive at her own wedding wearing a bathtub, a mud mask, and a towel wrapped around her head: Jacqueline Karst
Most likely to be the poster boy for crest: Matt Lipsey
Most likely to be the first to play in the NBA wearing toeshoes: Ashley Reed
Most devious: Garrick’s R.A. group
Most likely to wait tables as a result of his ADVANCE experience: Jeffrey Rivet
And Finally...Most likely to flunk out of college and go to Diesel Driving Academy: Robin Hemperly

Top 10 Lists At...

Top 10 Quotes

10. “On Hall!”
9. “Lights Out!”
8. “Quick, out the window!”
7. “So T.A., how was Woody’s Ice House last night?”
6. “So T.A., how is your headache?”
5. About the food: “Beat it over the head and it’ll stop!”
4. About the food, part deux: “Gee, I think it’s dead.”
3. “It’s real neat; it’s like cold though. In the middle of the night, I wake up and you know how your nose runs and snot comes out of your nose? Well when I wake up, it’s frozen.”
2. “And fellas, get better aim or put up the seat.”
1. “When is this meeting over?”

Top 10 Things at the Dances

10. Strobe light
9. Guys who didn’t dress up for the dance
8. Air Conditioning that really was on, or so we were told
7. RA’s that dance really fly
6. Great DJ’s that played songs everyone really liked!
5. Girls who came dressed to the hilt
4. Ending the dance at 9:30
3. Darkness
2. Aesthetic cement poles in the middle of the room
1. LU’AU
A Day in the Life of...

6:00  Wake Up
6:06  Wake Up
6:12  Wake Up
6:18  Wake Up
6:24  Wake Up
6:30  Wake Up
6:36  Walk over to roommate's bed and beat roommate with pillow for continually hitting snooze button while you are trying to sleep
7:10  Wake Up.  Throw pillow at roommate's empty bed
7:11  Realize that YOUR alarm clock is ringing
7:15  Get in line for shower
7:44  Wake Up
7:45  Take low-pressure, low-privacy shower
8:00  Leave for Breakfast
8:12  Begin sawing at cafeteria sausage
8:25  Finally manage to divide a bite from sausage -- begin chewing
8:45  Swallow.  Time for class
9:00  Teacher begins really interesting lecture
12:00  Wake up.  Time for lunch

an ADVANCE Student

12:30  Play a rousing game of volleyball, followed by basketball, bumper pool, ping-pong, and video games
12:31  Frantically study the material you missed this morning
1:00  Class again, but this time you manage to stay awake.
   Learn about...um...something
4:00  Class ends.  Go to dorm and sign-up for neat activity like hang gliding or white-water rafting
4:15  Have an hour long intellectual conversation with roommate about certain members of the opposite sex
5:15  Dinner
6:00  Study Hall (i.e. write note continuing conversation with roommate about several members of the opposite sex)
7:00  Fail to show up for hang gliding or white-water rafting.
   Decide to hang out in halls and carry out plans regarding members of the opposite sex
10:00  RAs call for On Hall
10:03  Decide that maybe you'll move or something...in a minute
10:04  RA physically relocates you to your hall
10:30  Bed
10:45  Put a towel under the door and go to Woody's Ice House with the TAs
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